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D E C L A R A T I O N .
[Publishedby His Majefiy's Command.]
I S Majesty's benevolent Endeavours to restore to His People the Bleffings of secure
and honorable Peace, again repeated without Success, have again demonstrated, beyond the
Possibility of Doubt, the determined and persevering
Hostility of the Government of France, in whose
unprovoked Aggression the War originated, and by
whose boundless and destructive Ambition it is still
prolonged. And while by the Course of these Transactions, continued Proofs have been afforded to all
His Majesty's faithful Subjects, of His anxious and
unremitting Solicitude for their Welfare, they cannot, at the fame Time, have failed to recognize, in
ithe uniform Conduct of the Enemy, the Spirit by
which the Councils of France are still actuated, and
the Objects to which they are directed.
His Majesty could not but feel how much the
Means of Peace had been obstructed by the many
additional Difficulties which His Enemies had so repeatedly thrown in the Way of every Negotiation.
Nevertheless, on the very first Appearance of Circumstances in some Degree more favourable to the
Interests of Humanity, the fame ardent Desire for
the Ease and Happiness of His Subjects induced His
Majesty to renew His Overtures for terminating the
Calamities of War : Thus availing Himself of
every Opening which could in any Mariner lead to
secure and honorable Peace, and consulting equally
the Wishes of His own Heart and the Principles by
which His Conduct has invariably been guided.
[ Price Two Shillings. ]

New Obstacles were immediately interposed by
those who still directed the Councils of France, and
who, amidst the general Desire for Peace which they
could not at that Time openly disclaim, still retained
the Power of frustrating the Wishes of their own
Country, of counter-acting His Majesty's benevo*
lent Intentions, and of obstructing that Result,
which was so necessary for the Happiness of both
Nations. Difficulties of Form were studiouily created ; Modes of Negotiation were insisted upon, the
most inconsistent with their own Conduct in every
other Instance j the same Spirit appeared in every
Step which was taken by them; and while the most
unwarranted Insinuations were thrown out, and ths
most unfounded Reproaches brought forward, the
established Customs and Usages, which have lorig
prevailed in Europe, were purposely departed from,
even in the simplest Acts which were to be done oa
their Part for the Renewal of the Negotiations*
All these Things* His Majesty determined to disregard ; not as being insensible of their Purport and
Tendency, nor unmindful of the Importance os'
these Points, in the public Intercourse of great and
independant Nations, but resolving to defeat the
Object of these Artifices, and to suffer no subordinate or inferior Consideration to impede, on Hi3
Part, the Discussion of the weighty and extensive
Interests on which the Termination of the War must
necessarily depend.
He directed His Minister to repair to France, fur*
nished with the most airiple Powers> and instructed'
to communicate at once an explicit and detailed
Proposal and Plan of Peace, reduced into tiie Shape
of

